American welfare reform is best known for reducing the benefit rolls by 65 per cent and for sending millions of mothers out to work. But did the poor benefit? And what about those still on the rolls? What are the next steps in fighting welfare dependency and long-term poverty? Do the new earnings subsidies discourage work and marriage? And, has an entirely new expansion of government transfer payments been triggered?

Almost twelve years ago, U.S. President Bill Clinton signed a landmark 1996 welfare reform law. Most American politicians (on the left as well as the right) say that the changes have been a great success – and that’s what the public believes. After all, welfare caseloads have fallen by an astounding 65 per cent since the reform efforts began.¹

But even as a strong supporter of tougher welfare policies, I find it difficult to muster unqualified enthusiasm for either the law’s implementation or its impact. For now, welfare reform deserves only two cheers.²

Let me explain.
The End of the Welfare Entitlement

In the years immediately before the law’s passage, welfare dependency seemed out of control in the U.S. Between 1989 and 1994, for example, caseloads rose by a worrying 34 per cent (see Figure 1). Analysts argued over how much to blame the weak economy, worsening social problems (primarily non-marital births and drug addiction), and lax agency administration. But few claimed that another 1.3 million people on welfare was a good thing, and no one had a proven plan to reverse the increase.

Responding to the growing concern about welfare dependency, Bill Clinton campaigned for president on a promise to ‘end welfare as we know it.’ But he had in mind something far different from what the Republicans handed him in 1996. Nevertheless, and to the chagrin of his liberal allies, he signed the legislation that ended the welfare entitlement and gave states wide discretion in running the programme (as long as they put 50 per cent of recipients in work-related activities and imposed a five year limit on financial aid).

Many feared a social calamity. Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, widely respected for his decades-long study of welfare, warned that the law would ‘push 1.1 million children into poverty’ and that we would ‘have children sleeping on grates.’ But in the years since, despite major efforts, researchers have found only small pockets of additional hardship. The earnings of most single mothers have actually risen, although not by enough to make a substantial difference in their material well-being. Not as good a result as had been hoped for, but far from the new ‘Grate Society,’ as Moynihan’s prediction was characterized.

These twin realities – decreased caseloads and little sign of serious additional hardship – are the basis of claims from Republicans as well as Democrats that welfare reform has been a success.

But the real story is more ambiguous. Caseloads fell sharply in all states, yet they did so seemingly without regard to whether states developed ambitious programmes or not. They fell in states with strong work-first requirements and those without them; in states with mandatory work experience (workfare) programmes and those without them; in states with job training programmes and those without them; and in states with generous child care subsidies and those without them. They just fell.

The consensus among academics is that the decline came from a change in expectations, that is, the ‘culture of welfare.’ Welfare offices were transformed—from being places where poor families were simply given cheques to places where applicants and recipients were encouraged to find jobs or other sources of support. In most places, this new orientation is called ‘work first,’ and usually includes a mandatory ‘job search’ for applicants as well as recipients, often combined with job clubs, job-seeking classes, access to phone banks, and peer support (these requirements are often backed up by benefit cuts against those not ‘playing by the rules,’ but relatively few families are actually thrown off welfare). Also available are one-time cash payments to help individuals get or keep a job (for instance, money to repair a car). A sign stenciled on a New York City Job Center summed up the pro-work atmosphere created in most offices: ‘Be prepared to work, or be prepared to leave.’

Many welfare agencies also offer work-preparation programmes that provide short term education, training, or work experience. However, actual participation in such programs is limited, and not that much different than in the past. In an average month in 2000, only about 5 per cent of families on the Temporary
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Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) programme received education or training (see Figure 2).\(^5\)

These two programmatic elements of welfare reform—a ‘work first’ policy and limited education and training efforts—are unlikely to have caused the large caseload declines. Before TANF, even the most richly funded welfare-to-work experiments rarely achieved reductions of even 10 per cent.\(^8\)

Mandatory work, often called ‘workfare,’ also cannot explain the decline. Despite popular impression, few states operate large-scale mandatory work programmes (in which recipients perform public service activities in return for their welfare payments). In an average month in 2000, only about 3 per cent of TANF families included an adult in a mandatory work programme (more on that below).\(^9\)

The decline also cannot be explained by the increase in welfare recipients who are combining work and welfare. Under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) programme, the federal government established what is called the ‘earnings disregard,’ that is, a set amount of earnings that is not taken into account in determining the welfare grant. For all practical purposes, it was limited to the first $90\(^{10}\) (£47) in earnings, after which benefits were reduced dollar-for-dollar as earnings increased – a 100 per cent marginal tax rate. Under TANF, though, individual states set the amount of their earnings disregards, and most greatly liberalized them. The typical level is around 50 per cent of earnings, and a few states even waive all earnings up to the poverty line for a specified period of time.\(^{11}\) As a result, the proportion of recipient families in which an adult is combining work and welfare (‘combiners’) has more than doubled, up from about 7 per cent in 1992 to about 16 per cent in 2000 (see Figure 2).\(^{12}\)

Some people assume that this increase in ‘combiners’ was an important factor in reducing caseloads – that recipients became more employable after being introduced to the world of work and an environment in which they could build their confidence and job skills. However, careful studies of the impact of ‘income supplement programmes’ – that is, programmes that allow recipients to earn
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money while staying on welfare – usually show an increase in caseloads. Even when they have been combined with time limits or work requirements, they have rarely resulted in a caseload reduction of more than 5 percentage points, if that.\textsuperscript{13}

Furthermore, experts are not sure about the size of the actual increase in work since the reported increase could be just that: recipients may be more likely to tell welfare agencies about working because they no longer face as large a penalty for doing so – and because, if they are combining work and welfare, they are essentially exempt from various mandated welfare reform activities.

In the face of these realities, most experts conclude that the reforms reduced caseloads because they changed the expectations and thus the ‘atmospherics’ of the programme – and that current and potential recipients responded to the new, pro-work message. That is actually the strongest explanation available, but, even so, it is unlikely to have reduced national caseloads by 60 per cent – especially since some of the jurisdictions with very large declines made relatively few changes to their policies.

The economy at work

Two other factors – a strong economy and sharply increased aid to low-income, working families – almost certainly contributed at least as much, and probably more, to the caseload decline than did welfare reform. Various academic and government researchers have used national data sets to estimate the relative impacts of these factors. Looking across all the studies, and discounting the weakest ones, the most reasonable conclusion is that, although welfare reform was an important factor in reducing caseloads, the economy was probably more important, and expanded aid to low-income, working families (primarily through the Earned Income Tax Credit, or EITC) was somewhat less important than welfare reform.

Strong supporters of welfare reform argue that such studies are highly variable and depend on various subjective assumptions (which is true), and that ‘historically, strong economies have not influenced the welfare rolls.’\textsuperscript{14} That, however, is not quite true.

First, during earlier economic expansions, divorces and nonmarital births (precursors of welfare receipt) were both rising sharply, just as barriers to putting single mothers (especially African American mothers) on welfare were falling. For example, many states had ‘suitable home’ or ‘unfit mother’ rules that essentially excluded unwed mothers (and sometimes divorced mothers) from welfare. Since these mothers were disproportionately African American, the three-decades-long liberalization of this and other rules allowed hundreds of thousands of black families to finally receive the benefits to which they were legally entitled.

Second, on various measures, welfare recipiency did actually decline during the economic expansion of the 1980s, but just not by a lot. For example, between 1982 and 1990 (the beginning and end years of that decade’s economic expansion), the percentage of single mothers on welfare fell from 56 per cent to 52 per cent (population increases tended to raise the caseload thus obscuring this decline in the rate of recipiency.) The strong economy in the 1980s did not draw more single mothers off welfare and onto work because employers first hired married mothers (who had more job skills). Over two million additional married mothers started working full time during that decade’s expansion, raising the per cent doing so from about 34 per cent to about 44 per cent.

Third, and most important, the economy in the 1990s was simply much more favorable to low-skilled, single mothers than the 1980s’ one. In the 1990s, employers essen-
tially ran out of married mothers to hire (although another 1.3 million married mothers started working full time), and so employers then turned to single mothers. Between 1994 and 2001, the increases in their full-time work were striking: 31 per cent for divorced and separated mothers, and 55 per cent for never-married mothers (see Figure 3).

Based on wage data for entry-level or low-skilled workers, it appears that the economy was drawing these mothers into work rather than welfare reform pushing them into it. For example, even as over a million more single mothers were going to work, the hourly wages for those in the bottom quartile of wages (of single mothers) were rising, suggesting unmet demand in the low-skills job market. For example, between the fourth quarter of 1996 and the second quarter of 2001, their hourly wages climbed 17 per cent, from $7.25 (£3.77) to $8.50 (£4.45) in 2005 dollars. These wage gains came on top of a 213 per cent increase in the EITC between 1990 and 1996, from $1,407 (£731) to $4,408 (£2,292) in 2005 dollars.

The picture was much less positive, however, for black male employment during the 1990s. According to Harry J Holzer and Paul Offner of the Georgetown Public Policy Institute, between 1992 and 2000 there was only a 3 per cent gain in the employment rate of young, non-college-educated black males. This worrisome pattern has continued.

If one looks at the many studies that have attempted to explain this sharp decline, the most reasonable conclusion is that, although welfare reform was an important factor in caseload reduction (accounting for 25 to 35 per cent of the decline), the strong economy was probably more important (35 to 45 per cent). Expanded aid to low-income, working families (primarily through the Earned Income Tax Credit) was almost as important (20 to 30 per cent).

Leaving welfare for work
The increase in work among divorced and separated mothers, but especially among never-married mothers, had a tremendous impact on welfare caseloads. In 1994, these two groups of single mothers made up 82 per cent of the national AFDC caseload. Moreover, never-married mothers are the mothers most likely to be long-term welfare recipients (because they are the youngest and least educated of the three groups).
Contrary to popular impression, however, only about 40 to 50 per cent of all welfare leavers are working regularly, that is, in steady, full-time employment (see figure 4). Another 15 per cent or so work part-time. According to various state surveys for 2002 and before, these mothers are earning about $8.70 an hour (£4.5). That is about $17,400 (£9,048) a year for full-time employment. It is their story that the supporters of welfare reform celebrate.

Although $17,000 (£8,840) or $18,000 (£9,360) per year (even supplemented by the EITC of more than $1,800 (£936) on average in 2005) and child care subsidies is not a lot of money, especially for a mother with two children (about the average number of children for those leaving welfare), it is much better than being on welfare.

Moreover, various government programmes help make it pay for her to work. In 2005, a single mother with two children earning that much would remain eligible for Medicaid (an average of more than $1,600 (£832)). Moreover, although she would have added costs by working, her biggest cost, child care, would generally be covered, and most states provide transportation assistance. At this income level, however, she would receive little or no food stamps.

This combination of earnings and government benefits is not enough for a life of middle-class comfort, but it is much better than being on welfare, which is probably why majorities of surveyed welfare leavers invariably say that they are better off after having left welfare. Moreover, most studies show that the earnings of leavers rise the longer they stay off welfare, presumably because they are gaining job skills and developing a positive work history — and because many are also working more hours. In Texas, the motto is ‘Get a job, get a better job, get a career.’

Hidden dependency
What about the other 50 to 60 per cent of leavers who are not working regularly? About 10 to 15 per cent of them seem to receive subsidized housing, add another $6,400 (£3,328) or more. In addition, her children would remain eligible for Medicaid. This combination of earnings and government benefits is not enough for a life of middle-class comfort, but it is much better than being on welfare, which is probably why majorities of surveyed welfare leavers invariably say that they are better off after having left welfare. Moreover, most studies show that the earnings of leavers rise the longer they stay off welfare, presumably because they are gaining job skills and developing a positive work history — and because many are also working more hours. In Texas, the motto is ‘Get a job, get a better job, get a career.’

Figure 4: what are welfare leavers doing (roughly)?

- Working regularly for $6 to $8 per hour
- Relying on friends, relatives and government
- On-and-off welfare
- Working part-time but receiving other support

Source: author’s calculations.20
be working part time while 20 to 35 per cent are not working at all. Very few families in either group have become ‘homeless.’ Instead, both groups are being helped by other government programmes (described below) or by friends and relatives. Often they live with those supporting them (this is one of the least acknowledged or understood aspects of low-income life). Although the data are incomplete, it appears possible that, on average, these single mothers lived in households that saw a modest rise in income.

When they are off welfare, many of these families survive only because they still receive government assistance through, for example, food stamps (an average of more than $2,550 (£1,326) per year); the Women, Infants, and Children program (WIC) (about $1,800 (£936) for infants and new mothers per year); Supplemental Security Income (an average of over $7,100 (£3,692) per year), or housing aid (an average of $6,400 (£3,328) per year). Their children also qualify for Medicaid. In reality, these families are still on welfare because they are still receiving benefits and not working call it ‘welfare light.’

The remaining welfare leavers, ranging between 15 to 30 per cent, cycle on and off welfare as they alternately find a job or someone to support them and then lose the job or that alternate source of support. Mothers who do this rightly raise the most concern among analysts because, when they suffer various setbacks, they often have no one to turn to for help.

What was the motivation for these groups to leave welfare? Very roughly, it appears that most of the mothers who left welfare for work under work first policies probably did so because the strong economy, combined with increased non-welfare aid, facilitated their doing so. Those who left without working (or at least not working full time) probably found the added hassle of work first not worth the trouble because they had other sources of support.

So, yes, welfare reform reduced welfare dependency in the US, but not as much as suggested by the political rhetoric – and a great deal of dependency is now diffused and hidden within larger social welfare programs. This has obscured the precarious financial situation of these unfortunate families and blunted the political impetus to address the underlying causes of poverty, from inadequate schools and structural shifts in the economy to family breakdown and other forms of social dysfunction (more on this in a moment).

Conservatives were proven right that the welfare system itself encouraged dependence and that many welfare mothers could hold down jobs.

Taking stock

The passage of TANF was accompanied by an often acrimonious debate about the nature of welfare dependency and the likely impact of ending the welfare entitlement and substituting a pro-work orientation. Taking a broad view of what happened, one would have to say that both conservatives and liberals were proven right – and wrong.

Conservatives were proven right that the welfare system itself encouraged dependence and that many welfare mothers could hold down jobs – or rely on others for assistance. Some of these families did not ‘need’ welfare, perhaps because they were living with parents or a boyfriend, and they simply left when job training or work requirements were imposed. Other families, however, left welfare only because of intense pressure from caseworkers (‘hassle’ is often a more accurate description.) About a quarter of those who leave welfare return, with many cycling in and out as they face temporary ups-and-downs.
A welfare system focused on limited, short-term assistance and on work successfully pushed many mothers off welfare. Even the presumed high levels of debilitating drug addiction among welfare mothers proved to be exaggerated.

Most importantly, no social catastrophe ensued, even in the inner cities. Despite intensive searching by liberal researchers and journalists, no substantial increase in hardship has been documented.24 But some opponents of welfare reform point to small declines in the income of the very poorest families, but various methodological issues undermine such findings which, in any event, seem to involve losses in income that are too small to have substantial policy implications (but those losses are more than matched by substantial earnings increases for single mothers generally).25

The one worrisome exception is the group of mothers who seem to be cycling on and off welfare. They seem to be having a difficult time under welfare reform, and their numbers could easily grow if the economy continues to weaken.

The liberals were proven right, though, about the importance of a strong economy. All objective observers credit the strong demand for entry-level workers as a central cause of the decline. They only disagree about whether its impact is greater than that of welfare reform.

The liberals were also right about the difficulty that most welfare leavers would have in becoming financially self-sufficient. As we saw, with average wages of $8.70 (£4.52) an hour, even those leavers working full time have relatively modest incomes. Only the expanded aid now available to low-income, working families (especially child care and the EITC) makes it ‘worthwhile’ for leavers to work for so little money (rather than continue to collect welfare). And, of course, there are many leavers, especially those cycling on and off welfare, who are doing much worse.

More fundamentally, the huge drop in welfare dependency and the rise in work does not seem to have changed the lives of these families. Almost all the social indicators that started heading in the right direction in the early and mid-1990s (before welfare reform) seem to have stopped improving and some have begun a small retreat. Since they started improving before welfare reform, it is difficult to suggest that welfare reform had much to do with their improvement. For example, although some commentators have pointed to a declining rate of non-marital births as one of the most striking results of welfare reform, the picture is actually quite mixed. Non-marital births started declining in 1994, about the time that the first welfare reform waivers took effect and at least two years before TANF’s implementation—and they declined only through 1997, after which they started climbing again.

Similarly, there has been no detectable increase in marriage rates, although, since 1994, cohabitation seems to be up by at least a third, or another 400,000 couples with children under fifteen.26 Opinion, of course, is mixed about whether that is progress.

It is too early to see the impact of less welfare dependency on conditions that, after all, took root over many decades. Working at a regular job may change a mother’s outlook on life, but earning enough to make ends meet would surely help and that may take time as she accrues work experience. And a successfully employed mother may be an important role model for her children, but it may take a decade or more before a change in their behavior is evident.

Support for ‘Working Families’
As a result of the caseload decline, public and political concern about welfare dependency has largely disappeared in the United States. In its stead has come more sympathy for the ‘working poor’ and greater political support for subsidies to low-wage workers (a point often celebrated by welfare advocates).

---

24 Bruce Meyer and James Sullivan, economists from Northwestern University, used data from 1984 to 1998 from the Consumer Expenditure Survey and the Panel Study of Income Dynamics to examine the material well-being of single mothers before and shortly after the passage of the 1996 welfare reform law. They focused on consumption to capture the effects of noncash benefits and because income tends to be under-reported. They found that the consumption of these single mother families increased in both absolute terms and relative to single women without children and married mothers. They concluded that “the material well-being of single mothers has not appreciably declined as a result of recent reforms.” See Meyer BD and Sullivan JK, “The Effects of Welfare and Tax Reform: The Material Well-Being of Single Mothers in the 1980s and 1990s,” National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper, no 8298, May 2001, pp 31
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Bill Clinton popularized the phrase ‘make work pay.’ His goal was to ‘ensure that no one with a family who works full time has to raise their children in poverty.’ Work-related assistance to welfare families and those leaving welfare can mean the difference between a successful and an unsuccessful exit from welfare. But the expansions have already gone far beyond what would be needed to help families to leave welfare (or avoid it in the first place).

Financial aid to working families not receiving cash welfare is at its highest level since the Great Depression. Between 1984 and 1999, total means-tested spending on families with children under 18 that are not on AFDC/TANF rose fivefold, from about $22 billion (£11 billion) to about $110 billion (£57 billion); compare that to the $66 billion (£34 billion) or so in non-TANF spending on welfare families. Include spending on AFDC/TANF recipients, and the figures rise to $92 billion (£48 billion) and $175 billion (£91 billion) respectively, almost doubling. By 2001, total means-tested spending on families with children reached about $193 billion (£100 billion). The main programmes are the EITC, food stamps, Medicaid, housing assistance, SSI, and subsidized school meals.

This increase was not primarily caused by a rise in population or a rise in poverty; rather, it was policy-driven. New programmes were created and eligibility and benefits were expanded in many existing programmes – and more are being proposed. Over 40 million people in families with children now receive these non-TANF benefits, compared to only around 16.5 million in 1984. That is nearly three times the number of people on welfare at its highest point in 1994 (14.2 million). Indeed, although there are ambiguities in the data, between early 1996 and late 1999, it appears that the total number of Americans in families with children not on TANF that received some other means-tested benefit rose by about 5.9 million (or 25 per cent) – about as many as left welfare.

Just as Bill Clinton had something else in mind when he said that the ‘era of big government is over,’ these figures show that his promise to ‘end welfare as we know it’ deserved more careful parsing than it received. Old welfare is largely gone, but new welfare is bigger and, for its supporters, better than ever. It is billions of dollars and millions of recipients larger – and it enjoys much broader public support because it is tied to ‘working families.’

Such expansions in social welfare spending attract many supporters. Low-income, working families are more sympathetic beneficiaries of aid than are nonworking welfare recipients. Most of us would like them to live more comfortable lives and to have their children succeed. Unfortunately, as with welfare, the expansion of this non-AFDC/TANF aid often comes with unavoidable increases in work and marriage disincentives. These programmes are all means-tested, which means that they terminate at a particular income level. They are either phased out over a range of incomes or end suddenly. In either case, they in effect reduce recipient incomes as they reach the eligibility cut off. This is social welfare’s version of the tax code’s marginal tax rate – but it can be much steeper.

The cumulative marginal tax rates of means-tested programmes often range from 55 per cent to over 100 per cent and can affect families with incomes from $10,000 (£5,200) to as high as $40,000 (£20,800) or more (for a family of three), particularly for families that receive benefits from subsidized housing, child care, or the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP). Such marginal tax rates are much larger than those in the tax code, and can have a greater impact on behaviour – whether work or marriage – because the loss in benefits represents a much larger percentage of family income.
Moreover, each increase in benefits and eligibility is likely to trigger a subsequent expansion. The economists and others who propose these ‘fixes’ seem to think that, once these initial corrective expansions are made, eligibility and benefit levels will remain unchanged. This process could easily take on a life of its own, just as it did in Europe. As benefits go to more middle-class families, they will become the chief advocate for further expansions - encouraged by the industries that benefit from the government subsidies. Already, advertisements on TV and in magazines and newspapers urge voters to contact their elected representatives to support expansions of Medicaid for long-term care for the elderly (read nursing home operators) and Medicare reimbursement (hospitals and other health care providers).

Lessons Learned and a Real Anti-Poverty Agenda
Supporters of welfare reform claim that it was a great success because the rolls fell to levels not seen since the late 1960s. Critics of welfare reform often point out that it did not cure poverty. That is a somewhat unfair criticism, because the primary purpose of the changes was to reduce dependency on government. Thus, an important rhetorical element leading up to the passage of the welfare law was building ‘self-sufficiency.’

Both sides are agreed, however, that persistently high levels of dependency – as well as poverty – mean that there is much more to do. One side wants to expand the ‘tough love’ aspects of welfare reform (including mandatory work experience programmes). The other side wants to expand voluntary job training, child care, and other financial aid to welfare recipients – and to low- and moderate-income families not on welfare.

This divergence has defined the main poles of the welfare reform debate for decades and promises to be the continuing source of contention now that TANF has been reauthorized. There is, of course, room for both approaches, but the relative mix is important.

In that spirit, let us ask what lessons have been learned from the past eleven years under welfare reform and how they fit into a broader agenda to reduce dependency and poverty.

- **Caseloads have declined, but not as much as often thought.** Many former welfare recipients are on other forms of government assistance (such as SSI) and churning on and off the rolls has increased substantially.
- **Work requirements work.** Or, more precisely, requiring recipients to be somewhere on a regular basis causes some to leave welfare (either for work or because they already have a job or other sources of support).
- **Job training has little impact on employability or earnings.** At least as presently constituted, its main impact seems to stem from being embedded in a participation requirement.
- **Identifying those who can become self-sufficient is not possible.** No one can reliably predict which recipients will find jobs or otherwise become self-sufficient. That requires a system of incentives and penalties rather than administrative screening.
- **Cycling on and off welfare is therefore unavoidable.** Some people will fail, perhaps many times, to become self-sufficient under difficult circumstances.
Many recipients will remain dependent. They will require continued government assistance for the foreseeable future, and policies must reflect this possibility without encouraging it.

Welfare workers’ attitudes must support the goal of self-sufficiency. Without a committed staff, administrative monitoring cannot enforce work and participation requirements.

Earnings subsidies can encourage work, but ‘making work pay’ has proven much more expensive than the old welfare system.

Earnings subsidies need to be properly structured, otherwise they almost inevitably create work and marriage disincentives.

New family structures, especially non-marital births and cohabitation, need to be reflected in welfare policies. Single mothers with low skills are unlikely to be financially self-sufficient, and their household arrangements often present social and economic opportunities as well as obstacles.

Immigrants often have different needs and abilities from traditional recipients. They seem to be more responsive to language and skills training.

Effective education is probably the best anti-poverty strategy. This truth is much easier to state than it is to accomplish, but that should not prevent us from understanding a major source of poverty.